My dear Spencer

No shan't the Samuel ghost of an idea of the meanings of the words you mention. I don't think the Name... could entangle on any more than they could about the Clare names. There never had much faith in Kempe genes. I found that he translated Alalu into God. Probably Täturatau is heel. The angel after he had explained the lovely doctrine of eternal punishment by fire; the word you mention, what is made up of the word for Fire repeated. It would be interesting to know how he accounts for the origin of Israel's scriptures which is partly made up of the word length. It is called after he has been describing the wanderings of The Children of Israel. I am glad you had a good time with the Celts though I rather wonder they didn't murder you for referring to my ancient Brian Born as a mystic personage. Since it is impossible for you to get away before the 29th July let us make up our minds...
The funny thing is that the English governing classes never will understand or admit that Ireland knows anything about her requirements, that what the Irish want is good for them, is the great fundamental mistake. A mistake based upon your (i.e. the Eng.) arrogant belief in your own superiority of not infallibility. Thus you create a trap out a new ending some of Irishmen.

You give Ireland parliamentary representation in name only for you never by any chance permit her representation to legislate for her in things great or small. You speak about the generosity of the English to the ingratitude of the Irish: if you sincerely believe that ingratitude is a characteristic of the Irish then your conclusions differ vastly from those of Thackeray & Chalmers Gordon the student I knew the Irish people.

You seem to think that the Irish have reason to be grateful to England. How can they be grateful to a country which has refused a favor conferred or when, pray, has England conferred a favor on Ireland? How it rests in the whole conundrum between the two countries from the time...
Some of the moderns have reduced down to our own times a single instance of a generous political act on the part of the English towards Ireland. Irishmen the best of their race, have died on the scaffold, vessels in goods, born out their hearts, then impetuses trying to hammer into the dull English mind the necessity of reform, but no reform has ever been conceded under the Nation was moral up into a state of semi-rebellion. There has been no determined effort to remedy grievances. The feeling all along has been Reform Reform Reform. This holds no exception to the rule for this, all others, has its limit. In fact, when a period of legislation on one side to trample on the other, the desire of the people to the improvement of the parliamentary representation is quite felt indeed. The Irishman who tells you that he feels gratitude in his heart to England is a base ingrate, a sentiment such with a Cornish heart who if you smite him on one cheek must surely hit him the other. It really is funny. When the English people enacted a political question, they enacted justice for a whole which every individual honest man is always
Now having released my mind

the hours pass by swiftly

Love to the Gordon Shanks

Yrs ever

[Signature]

P.S. Of course you'll bring

the little Cameron & a few

plats. It seemed to nice to

have at least one or two

territorial records. And

brings your Jan 31st.